Modulators of the efficacy and toxicity of drugs in malaria treatment.
The burgeoning problem of drug resistance in malaria requires the urgent discovery of new drugs. Discovery of an antimalarial agent that fulfills the requirements of a mass-treatment drug is challenging. Such an antimalarial drug should be safe for infants and children, be efficacious during a treatment course of 3-5 days, have good intestinal absorption, and be inexpensive. Such conditions are difficult to meet, which explains (at least in part) the paucity of antimalarial drugs. Development of antimalarial drugs has been based on two orthodox approaches: drugs are discovered from medicinal plants or synthetic chemistry. However, recent observation of human chemotherapy and pharmacopeia suggests that other strategies could be used to discover new drugs or to extend the therapeutic lifetime of failing drugs. In this review, we present evidence that the use of modulators of the efficacy and toxicity of drugs will lead to the discovery of new drugs and extend the therapeutic lifetime of existing agents.